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ABSTRACT
This paper describes mathematical modelling procedure of the rib-reinforced
floor/ceiling structures, which are made up of components with irregular shapes and
physical parameters. Exact determination of the vibration of a composite structure
becomes impossible beyond the low-frequency range due to the uncertainties in the
structures. Therefore, the prediction model in the mid- to high-frequency range
must include the effects of the irregularities. Statistical estimates of the solutions
will then give appropriate mean and variance of the vibration of the structure for
the given severity of the irregularities. We discuss the nature of the randomness in
the lightweight constructions and compare the existing methods, such as Statistical
Energy Analysis and Finite Element methods.
1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a mathematical model of the lightweight timber-based floor/ceiling
structures (LTFS), which includes the random uncertainties in the structures’ components and construction methods. There has been a strong drive to promote timber-based
buildings in recent years. It has also been well known that the timber-based lightweight
buildings tend to have poorer sound insulation performances than the concrete counterpart. For that reason, there are many suggestions of innovative designs of LTFS that are
made up of many components, such as wooden panels, ribs, joists and glass-fibre wool.
As the design becomes complex, conventional deterministic mathematical models can no
longer predict the vibration of the structures, particularly in the low- to mid-frequency
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ranges. The focus here is to show how to include the random irregular features of the
components in the model.
The modelling method in this paper share the same theoretical foundation with the
finite element method (FEM). Both methods derive the stiffness matrix from the Lagrangian of the deformation of the structure. In high frequency ranges, the FEM becomes
impractical due to computational cost and the details in the structure, which are often
un-measurable. Furthermore, there is no standard procedure in the FEM to include the
random irregularities in the structures, such as figure 1. In order to deal with the highfrequency vibration, the statistical energy analysis (SEA) has become a popular method
in structural vibration in the past 30 years. The SEA is known to be effective in highfrequency vibration, where there are thousands of modes. However, it is not certain how
the method can be applied in the mid-frequency range.
We use the deterministic modelling method to study the effects of random irregularities in individual components and junctions. The SEA, on the other hand, deal with a
structures as a collection of elements, between which the energy (due to input excitation)
flows. The randomness in the structure is included as the fluctuation in the input and
coupling between the elements. There are various hybrid methods that combines the SEA
and the FEM, for example by Langley, Shorter and Cotoni [15, 17, 16]. Our and their
methods both express the irregularity as the addition to the deterministic stiffness matrix.
[Ddet + Dran ] E = f
where Ddet and Dran are the deterministic and the random stiffness matrices, and E
and f are the energy and the input energy. However, our method is formulated for the
deformation of the structure, rather than the energy. Hence, the random part in the
components is derived from the Lagrangian of the structure, that is
[Mdet + Mran ] c = f
where c is the vector of the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of the deflection of the
structure.
A series of papers by Brunskog and Hammer ([1, 2, 3]) show the effects of cavity space
and the joists in the LTFS. The papers by Craik ([5, 6]) show the vibration propagation
across junctions between flexible plate and beam. Our extensions over their modells
are, first: inclusion of coupling between the plate and the joists, and second: inclusion of
irregularities of the joist properties. In order to cope with the reallife structures, the model
must be able to incorporate the changes without going through the modelling procedure
again. For this reason we chose the variational formulation of the system (see Dym and
Shames [12]). The solution, in this case the deflection of the components, is the minima of
the total energy in the structure. We show how to incorporate the interaction conditions
between components, using the typical floor/ceiling configuration shown in figure 1.
The idea of using the power spectral density (PSD) of the irregularities to characterize
the randomness can be found in the literature on the scattering in [10], [11] and [14]. In
these papers, the fluctuation in the scatterer is characterized by the auto-correlation of the
fluctuation, which then describes the scattering cross-section. In Howe [10], the PSD of

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of an example of the floor/ceiling structure. The upper plate
(floor) and the ceiling are joined together by the parallel joists. The cavity space is filled
with sound absorbing material and the ceiling is connected by the steel battens running
perpendicular to the joists.

the irregularities in an one-dimensional infinite elastic beam is used to estimate the mean
energy transfer through the irregular region. We note that, in Howe [10], the solution
(deflection of the beam) is decomposed into coherent and incoherent parts.
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where ξ is the fluctuation in the mass density. The solution is then split into
w = w̄ + w1

(1)

where w̄ and w1 are the coherent and the incoherent solutions, respectively. The present
paper, on the other hand, the solutions are represented using the Fourier basis functions,
which have the equally spaced spatial wave modes. We however use the similar method
of calculation when the Fourier transform of the irregularities is incorporated using the
convolution between the Fourier transform and the infinite-beam modes. It will be shown
that the width of the spectra determines the accuracy of the approximation of the solution.
The small perturbation theory is often used to study the irregularities, however it is
not appropriate for the class of problem dealing with the interaction between the structure
and waves having the similar length scale. As stated in [13], the models using the average
values of the parameters do not normally give the average solution in the higher frequency
range. In other words, such solution do not represent the reality.
The inclusion of random irregularities in the context of the structural vibration are
common in the SEA. However, there are many different definitions of randomness and
irregularities depending on the structures. The definitions often seem arbitrary. A series
of articles by Langley and others [15, 17, 16] gives detailed description of their definitions
of the irregularities in the components and junctions between them. It should be noted
that so-called hybrid methods all share the weak-coupling and diffuse-field assumptions

from the SEA. These assumptions are likely invalid for the lightweight structures because
of the strong coupling and highly directional energy propagation (see Sjokvist [19]).
The effectiveness of SEA depends on the quality of the parameter called coupling loss
factor (CLF), which is the energy loss rate between elements. There are various methods
of computing the CLF (see Lyon and DeJong [20]). Shorter and Langley [17, 18] give
an SEA application in the structure with the deterministic and the random boundaries.
The randomness of the structural properties is assumed to be directly dependent on the
randomness of the excitation, which gives the diffuse-field in the SEA sub-systems.
In this paper, the randomness of the components and the junctions is given explicitly
using the auto-correlation or the power spectra of the individual irregularities. The deterministic model [4] can include the varying parameters of components and the junction
conditions in a similar manner. However, the precise nature of the junction conditions is
often unknown or cannot be measured. Therefore, it is substituted with the equivalent
energy contribution in the variational formulation of the whole structure.
2 DETERMINISTIC MODEL

We review the deterministic model. The irregularities in the structure are then incorporated using the Fourier representation, which may be geometrical shapes or physical
parameters, such as stiffness and mass density. The deflection of the structure is obtained
by minimizing the first variation of the Lagrangian of the whole structure. Computation
is made easy using the Fourier basis, which expanse the deflection of all individual components. The Fourier representation of the solution enables us to include the irregularities
themselves in the structure as their Fourier representation again.
The deformation of an elastic structure is often analyzed using the FEM, which produces the stiffness matrix as the result of minimizing the Lagrangian. The method always
comes down to solving the following linear equation.
Mc = f
where c and f are the deformation and excitation vectors, respectively. The elements of
M are derived from the discretizeation of the integrals of the strain and kinetic energies.
The size of M is determined by the degrees of freedom, which increase as the frequency
becomes large. In contrast to that, M will be derived here using so-called the global
elements, which are the Fourier basis functions. Therefore, the elements of c will be the
coefficients of the Fourier expansion instead of the discretised spacial grid points. The
following section will show how the irregularities (deviation from the perfect shape or
parameter) can be included in M by simple addition of off-diagonal matrices derived
from the Fourier transform of the irregularities.
The Lagrangian for the structure is derived on the assumptions of Euler beam and
Kirchhof plate, which have only the vertical bending motion (see [8]). These assumptions
are justified for the low- to mid-frequency range, in which the shear deformation is small
compare to that of the bending motion. The Lagrangian for deflection w, which is a

function of (x, y, t), is given by the following formula.
Z T
[K (t) + W (t) − P (t)] dt
L (w) =

(2)

0

where P and K are the instantaneous potential and kinetic energies of the structure,
respectively. W is the work done on structure by external forces. The true motion of the
structure w makes the Lagrangian stationary, that is,
δL (w) = 0,
The problem can be simplified by dealing only with time-harmonic vibration at a
single frequency ω. The strain energy and the kinetic energy of a Kirchhoff plate ([8]),
which is A meter long in the x axis and B meter wide in the y axis, is given by
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where w, D, E, I, ν and m are vertical deflection, flexural rigidity, Young’s modulus,
moment of inertia (of the beam), Poisson ratio and mass density, respectively.
The mounting conditions (edge conditions) for common floor/ceiling structures are
simply supported, which simplifies the expansion on to the sine-functions. The deflection
of the upper plate (w1 ), ceiling (w3 ) and joists (w2 ) are,
wi (x, y) =

N
X

cimn φm (x) ψn (y) , i = 1, 3,

(5)
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w2 (x, j) =

N
X

c2mj φm (x) , j = 1, 2, ..., S2 ,
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relationship.
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The number of joists is denoted by S2 . Note that the summation of the modes is truncated
to N to emphasize the computational aspect of the method.
It has been shown in [4, 7] that the air in the cavity space cannot be ignore when
considering the low- to mid-frequency vibrations. The acoustic pressure in the cavity is

expressed by the Helmholtz equation. Therefore the acoustic pressure can expanded by
the Fourier cosine series in the (x, y) plane because the walls of the cavity is assumed to
be acoustically hard. By solving the Helmholtz equation using the separation of variables,
(1)
(2)
acoustic pressure p (x, y, z) can be expanded with coefficients Γmn and Γmn .
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Note that these basis functions satisfy the orthogonal relationship. Acoustic pressure p is
then coupled to the plate by the following.
∂p
∂z

= ρω 2 w1 (x, y) ,
z=0

∂p
∂z

= ρω 2 w3 (x, y) ,

(7)

z=h

where h is the cavity depth. Details of the method of solutions are given in [4, 7].
The energy contribution from the junctions, modelled as elastic connectors, can be
included in the Lagrangian as parts of P in equation 2. The studies by the current
authors [4, 7] show that coupling rigidity due to slippage between the upper plate and the
joists changes the overall stiffness of the structure, thus shift the locations of the resonant
frequencies.
Substituting the Fourier expansions into equations 3 and 4 and using the orthogonal
relationship of the basis functions gives the equations of the Fourier coefficients. The
strain energy of the plates and the beams can then be expressed using the vectors of the
coefficients of the expansion given by
1
πi = cti Mi ci , i = 1, 2, 3,
2
where the index i = 1, 2, 3 indicates the upper plate, the joists and the ceiling, respectively.
Note that the matrices Mi are diagonal.
2
Mi = Di k 2 + κ2 − mi ω 2 , i = 1, 3
M2 = EIk 4 − m2 ω 2 ,
where k and κ are diagonal matrices of {km } and {κn }, respectively.
The joist beams that are in contact with the upper plate, which leads to the following
relationship between c1 and c2 .
c2 = Lc1
(8)
where matrix L represents the following summation
N
X
n=1

c1mn ψn (yj ) , j = 1, 2, ..., S2 .

The coupling between the components can be included as additional energy contribution. For example, the ceiling is attached to the joists by rubber clips that are designed
to isolate the vibration of the joists. Hence, the potential energy of the rubber connectors
is
τX
{w2 (xi , j) − w3 (xi , yj )}2
2 i,j
where τ is the spring constant of the rubber connector located at (xi , yj ). Substituting the
Fourier expansion into the above term gives the coupling energy in terms of the Fourier
coefficients.
The assembled matrix for the whole system is


M1 J12 J13
1
L = cT  J21 M2 J23  c + f T c.
(9)
2
J31 J32 M3
The off-diagonal sub-matrices J’s represent the coupling between the plates and
joists.
n the o
(1)
Equation 7 give the following relationship between c1 , c3 and Γ (vector of Γmn and
n
o
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where the matrix Qa is derived from the integrals of the products of the basis functions,
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0

Therefore, the contribution from the air pressure is added in the following form.
Mp c = Qa Γ + f .
The excitation force vector is given by
f0 φm (x0 ) ψn (y0 ) , m, n = 1, 2, ..., N
where (x0 , y0 ) is the location of the excitation.
The vectors c0 and c2 can be computed from
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where I is and identity matrix.

(10)
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Figure 2: Comparison between the computed and measure surface root average velocity
of the ceiling surface. The designs are slightly varied from the top to bottom by having
additional layers on the upper surface.

3

RESULTS FROM DETERMINISTIC MODEL

In [4, 7], it is shown that the deterministic model can predict the vibration at a frequency
range lower than 80Hz. An examples of the comparison of the root mean squared velocity
between the modelling and the experiment results is shown in figure 2. The dimension of
the structure is 7m × 3.2m. The joists are running in the lengthwise direction.
Various experimental mock-up floor/ceiling structures were tested in [7]. Three examples are shown in figure 2 and the parameter of the structures are given in appendix
A. The results have confirmed that the models with the deterministic parameters can
successfully cope with various design changes in the low frequency range. The variations
in the design included, for example, additional layers on the upper plate or joists on
the ceiling panels, change of the size of the structure and additional joists on the ceiling
panels.
The results of the deterministic modelling shows good agreement with the data up to
80Hz. Above 80Hz, the vibration of the structure is greatly affected by the details in the

components and the design, which are either impossible to be measured or highly irregular
from one structure to another. In the following section, we show how the irregular features
in the components and the junctions can be included in the model.
4

INCLUSION OF IRREGULARITIES

We consider four examples of the irregularities, which are contact rigidity, joist’s Young’s
modulus (plates and joists) and shape of the joists. These irregularities are defined as the
deviation from the ideal constant value. We denote the deviating parameters by
θ (x, j) ,
σ0 + σ (x, j) ,
E +  (x, j) ,
D + Dr (x, y)

joist shape.
contact rigidity,
Young’s modulus
Young’s modulus

The irregularities, which are represented by the Fourier transform of the irregularity
functions, can be included in the solution as the energy contribution. The method of
using the Fourier transform or the power spectrum of the irregularities can be found in
([11]) on the scattering of waves by random irregularities. The energy of propagation in a
given direction is approximated by the integration of the quadratic form of the covariance
of the fluctuation.
Joist shape: The shape of the joist beams is an example of irregularities, which can be
measured accurately. The measurement data dry pine beams is shown in figure 3 as the
average of the PSD and ten examples of actual measurements. The dimension the beams
is approximately 0.1m by 0.2m and the length is 2.4m. The PSD in the figure shows that
the beams have mostly two or three twists.
We first take the Taylor expansion of the modes at the contact curves and omit the
higher terms because θ is assumed small.
ψn (yj + θ (x, j)) =

∞
X
(κn yj θ (x, j))i di ψn

i!

i=0

dy i

(yj )

≈ ψn (yj ) + κ2n yj θ (x, j) βn (yj )

(11)

The expansion in equation 11 leads to the following modified contact equation 8.
X
X
c2mj φm (x) =
c0mn φm (x) ψn (yj + θ (x, j))
m

m,n

Using the orthogonal relationship and equation 11 gives
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cmn ψn (yj ) +
qnj cm0 n
n

m0 ,n

(12)

0

where qnj = κ2n yj βn . Notice that the first term on the right hand side is the same as
the one in equation 8. Matrix Lθ represents the second term on the right hand side of
equation 12. The irregularity term is now represented by a simple additional matrix.

...

...

Figure 3: Examples of the Fourier transform of the joist shapes and their samples taken
at the mode numbers. The PSD (right) is also given.

The integral in equation 12 can be re-written using the fact that {φm } are the Fourier
basis functions. The integral is the Fourier transform at the mode numbers {km , km0 } in
a finite interval.
c2 = [L + Lθ ] c1 .
More precisely, the elements of Lθ can be computed by
h
i
[Lθ ] = qnj θ̂ (km−m0 ) − θ̂ (km+m0 )

(13)

We used the following integration relationship to obtain the above.
Z ∞
θ (x) sin km x sin km0 x dx
−∞
Z ∞

=
θ (x) ei(km −km0 )x − ei(km +km0 )x dx
−∞

= θ̂ (km − km0 ) − θ̂ (km + km0 ) .
Note that θ is defined to be zero outside [0, A]. The above formula can be rewritten so
that the deviation part can appear as additive terms to the regular term. The potential

energy contribution from the beams is then
1
1
π2 = ct2 M2 c2 = ct1 (L + Lθ )t M2 (L + Lθ ) c1 .
2
2
Note that the higher order terms may be used when more details of the shape deviation
have to be included.
Stiffness of the joists: The above procedure of sampling the Fourier transform of the
irregularity also applies to other examples. The Young’s modulus deviation  can be
incorporate using the similar procedure as before. The strain energy of the joist beam is
 2
2
Z
d w2
I A
(E +  (x, j))
(x, j)
dx
2 0
dx2
where I is the moment of inertia.
Using the Fourier expansion of w2 and orthogonality of {φm } gives (put the integration
formula here)
1 t
c {M2 + L } c2
2 2
where the elements of L are given by
Z A
2 2
[L ]m,m0 = Ikm km0
 (x, j) φm (x) φm0 (x) dx
0

=

2 2
Ikm
km0

[ˆ (km − km0 ) − ˆ (km + km0 )] ,

where ˆ is the Fourier transform of .
Stiffness of the plates: The varying stiffness of the plates can be treated using the
2-dimensional Fourier transform. The integral involving the stiffness of the plate is given
by

Z AZ B
i
D + Dr h 2 2
2
∇ w + 2 (1 − ν) wxy − wxx wyy
dxdy,
(14)
2
0
0
Using the Fourier expansion of w (x, y) leads to the similar Fourier representation of
Dr (x, y). Due to the on-homogeneous stiffness, the following integral has to be evaluated.
Z AZ B
2 (1 − ν)
Dr (x, y) αm (x) αm0 (x) βn (y) βn0 (y) dxdy.
0

0

The above integral can be rewritten as Fourier transform of Dr at combinations of the
wavenumbers as seen before. Therefore, the irregularity is given by an additional stiffness
matrix.
ct [M1 + Mran ] c.
(15)
This expression is again similar to the previous representation of the stiffness matrices.
The elements of Mran are given by
1−ν X
D̂r (±km±m0 , ±κn±n0 )
2

and

1X
D̂r (±km±m0 , ±κn±n0 )
2

where D̂r is the Fourier transform of Dr and all combinations of ± are summed. Notice
that the Fourier transform of the irregular part of the stiffness is sampled at the grid
points determined by the indices km±m0 and κn±n0 .
Contact rigidity: It has been observed in [7, 4] that the overall stiffness of the structure
is affected by the contact rigidity at the low- and mid-frequency ranges. Thus the inclusion
of contact rigidity shifts the locations of the resonant frequencies of the structure.
We consider the contribution from the slippage as the energy due to deformation of
imaginary spring with linear elasticity σ. Thus, the potential energy due to the slippage
resistance is

2
S2 Z A
H dw2
1X
(σ0 + σ (x, j))
(x, j) dx
2 j=1 0
2 dx
where H = h0 + h1 . Notice that the term in [·] is the slippage due to the thickness of the
joist and the upper plate.
The resulting energy is also written using the matrices and the vectors of the coefficients.
1 t
c [N + Lσ ] c2 .
2 2
where the elements of Lσ are derived from the following integrals
km km0 [σ̂ (km − km0 ) + σ̂ (km + km0 )]
2
and the deterministic matrix N is a diagonal matrix of σ0 H 2 km
/4.

Irregular
component
Realization
Realization

PSD

..
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Realization

Lagrangian
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Figure 4: Numerical solutions using the irregular joists. The actual shapes (left column)
are converted to the samples of their Fourier transform (middle column), then the resulting
root-mean velocity (right column) is shown.
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SUMMARY

We have shown how the irregularities in the components of the light-weight floor/ceiling
structures can be included in the theoretical model. The irregularities are represented
by the deviation from the expected values. The deviation is then incorporated into the
solution formulae as the Fourier transform sampled at the mode numbers as shown in
figure 3. Figure 4 shows the how one can simulate the vibration from the given PSD.
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